What is Cruxim? Amedeo is Cruxim, a mysterious, immortal fallen angel. Destined to seek redemption as a vampire hunter, he quenches his insatiable hunger on vampire blood. But when the object of his passion, the novice nun Joslyn, is turned into a vampire and enters a vampire coven, Amedeo's worlds collide. Shattered by the loss of his beloved, he vows to rid the world of vampires once and for all, even if it means destroying Joslyn in the process. A Paranormal Game of Cat and Mouse Joining Amedeo on his quest to rid the world of the undead is Sabine. Half-woman, half-lioness, she is a Sphinx, a Guardian who has protected humans from vampires since the dawn of time. Yet Sabine comes to this fight pursued by her own enemies. An evil scientist, Dr. Claus Gandler, knows the secret of Sabine's mythological past, vowing to torment her for eternity or destroy her forever. Immortal Ever After Captured by the evil doctor, Amedeo and Sabine are paraded as sideshow freaks in the Circus of Curiosities. Only vampire Joslyn has the power to intercede. Will she prove Amedeo's redemption, or his destruction?

Robby's Quest for Seed , D. C. Rush, Nov 20, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. First book in the Robby's Quest children's storybook series. Robby is a Robin who has teamed up with his brother Ricky and some other birds, namely the perky Sparrow family, a.

Lies and Promises of the Secret Moon , Roanne H. Fitzgibbon, Feb 28, 2013, Fiction, 154 pages. The path of this family is guided through lies and promises over one hundred years to find long awaited answers and treasures. The characters are connected to each other in.

Why Did the Osprey Poop on My Head? , Helene Clarke, 2011, Juvenile Fiction, 24 pages. Timmy and his pet lizard, Joe, are sitting at the beach one day, when suddenly something wet and sticky drops from the sky and lands on Timmy's head! Why Did the Osprey Poop on.


Songs of Solomon Poetically Transliterated, Christopher Young, Mar 14, 2013, Body, Mind & Spirit, 176 pages. It is Your will that Wisdom's spark must not appear lacking true arc. Men pass through billows, rafting there, and come to land safe, on a dare. In a world where wisdom.

Sacrifice , Stacey Rourke, 2013, , 222 pages. Celeste Garrett has finally found a happy balance in her life as the Chosen One, thanks in large part to a certain hunky Irishman. But if thereë™s any lesson she should heed.

Poseidon's Children , Michael West, 2012, Fiction, 332 pages. When vacationing artist Larry Neuhaus witnesses a gruesome shark attack, he discovers it wasn't a random attack of animal savagery but linked to a top-secret discovery of.

Fellowship with God Bright Lights on the Path Leading to Jesus, Henry Miranda, Jan 1, 2006, Religion, 127 pages. I wrote this book in the hopes of helping others find their walk with Christ a little easier. The path we choose to follow as Christians may be hard and even seem difficult at.
The Portable Richard Harding Davis, Richard Harding Davis, Apr 19, 2013, Fiction, 342 pages. America's first popular celebrity, the first "embedded" reporter in an American war, the man who became the standard of wildly popular writers in the Edwardian Age in America.

Wrath of the Goddess, Maria Hammarblad, Apr 1, 2012, Fiction, 204 pages. When genetically engineered Stephan Forks and demigoddess Maria Callaway attempt to settle down on a rural world, the result isn't entirely positive for the locals. Despite.

Liar Liar Panties on Fire, George, Feb 28, 2013, Fiction, 316 pages. Nicholas and Yvonne are having an affair, and their relationship is exposed when their grown children, who are married, walk in on them. Their relationship is further.

Rimfire The Barrel Racing Morgan Horse, Ellen F. Feld, Sep 1, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 206 pages. Book six in the award-winning 'Morgan Horse' series.
A Young Painter The Life and Paintings of Wang Yani--China's Extraordinary Young Artist, Zheng Zhensun, Alice Low, May 19, 1995, Art, 94 pages. Examines the life and works of the young Chinese girl who started painting animals at the age of three and in her teens became the youngest artist to have a one-person show at The American Boy's Handybook of Camp Lore and Woodcraft, Dan Beard, 2008, Sports & Recreation, 284 pages. PREFACE. THE Author of this very practical treatise on Scotch Loch - Fishing desires clearly that it may be of use to all who had it. He does not pretend to have written
Scentsational Sex: The Secret to Using Aroma for Arousal, Alan R. Hirsch, 1998, Social Science, 192 pages. Discusses the results of research linking the sense of smell to sexual response and explains how specific odors can create romantic moods and sensual experiences.

Greek and Roman Colonization: Origins, Ideologies And Interactions, Guy Jolyon Bradley, John P. Wilson, 2006, History, 224 pages. The term colonization encompasses much diversity, from the settlement of the western Mediterranean and the Black Sea by Greeks in the archaic period to the foundation of Roman.

The L Words: Love Lies Lust Law Loyalty Lesbians, Y. M, Feb 15, 2012, 166 pages. A throbbing, stimulating, erotic thriller about the women and men who enter a young lawyer’s life past and present---- on her mission to close a case, only getting in deep
The Secret Journeys of Jack London, Book Two: The Sea Wolves, Christopher Golden, Tim Lebbon, Feb 28, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 400 pages. The world knows Jack London as a writer who lived his own real-life adventures. But there are some parts of his life that have remained hidden for many years, things even heA handbook of patrology, Joseph Tixeront, 1920, Christian literature, Early, 380 pages
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849 Traditional Patchwork Patterns A Pictorial Handbook, Susan Winter Mills, 1989, Crafts & Hobbies, 153 pages. Invaluable reference with quilting patterns organized according to geometric configurations: stars, triangles, circles, squares, combinations. Also, 139 new quilt patterns

What to Cook and how to Cook it, Jane Hornby, 2010, Cooking, 415 pages. What to Cook and How to Cook It is the ultimate cookbook for beginners. It takes 100 easy and delicious recipes back to basics, with clear colour photographs to accompany the 098736023X, 9780987360236
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Working with elder abuse a training manual for home care, residential, and day care staff, Jacki Pritchard, Sep 1, 1996, Family & Relationships, 183 pages

Aneurysm surgery, Irwin Faris, Brian Buxton, 1995, Medical, 282 pages
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The Noblest Roman, David Halberstam, 1961, 304 pages
Introduction to accounting, Richard E. Strahlem, 1972, Business & Economics, 733 pages
Emerging Adults in America Coming of Age in the 21st Century, Jeffrey Jensen Arnett, Jennifer Lynn Tanner, 2006, Psychology, 341 pages. "Emerging Adults in America: Coming of Age in the 21st Century portrays the lives of young Americans between adolescence and young adulthood, a distinct developmental stage."


Lavender Rhymes - Dancing in the Trees of Madness: Find out what it means to be dancing in the trees of madness

Paralegal career guide, Chere B. Estrin, Apr 1, 1996, Business & Economics, 498 pages. In this comprehensive resource, Chere Estrin demonstrates the benefits of strategic career development for both entry level and veteran paralegals. You'll find guidance on how to download

Cruxim Indelible Ink Press, 2013 A practical guide to selling what you do, without selling-out who you are. Through a 10-key-principles format, it offers tried-and-tested practical guidance and examples. Eloquent, urgent, and inspiring, "The Constant Fire" tackles the acrimonious debate between science and religion, taking us beyond its stagnant parameters into the wider domain. A survey of current international developments in contemporary photography looks at the work of 121 established and emerging artists.
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Glen Ellyn, Paint Maker The Original Paint Novel, Gordon Montagu, 1910, 342 pages. The Love Object Selected Stories of Edna O'Brien, Edna O'Brien, Oct 1, 2013, Fiction, 560 pages. Collected here together for the first time in one beautiful volume, are the stories of an expert practitioner of the shorter form. Spanning five decades of writing, The Love "Security+ In Depth' gives you the coverage you need to fully understand the current risks and threats to your organization's data. If you are just entering the IT field, you. Presents objects, people, and places found in Chicago, from A to Z. Forced to marry due to July's pregnancy, two pleasant high school students try to cope with their baby's death and differences in family background.
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Mermaid Curse The Black Pearl, Louise Cooper, Feb 7, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 176 pages. Lizzy has always known she was adopted. But since her family moved to Cornwall her world has turned upside down - and a beautiful shade of blue-green. By chance, she discovered Marriages and Families, Mary Ann A. Schwartz, Barbara Marliene Scott, Feb 28, 2012, Social Science, 624 pages. This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Examines personal
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